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内容简介

A record number of students are taking the ACT, up 25 percent from 2005. In 2011, more than 1.5
million students will take this all important exam to gain] acceptance to colleges and universities.
Kaplan ACT 2011 Premier with CD-ROM features a state-of-the-art interactive online companion
so students are provided with all the tools they need to score higher on this critical test.
The program includes: ACT Live Online—an online event that lets students interact with peers and
have test questions answered by Kaplan ACT experts Fast Fact Videos—Kaplan’s best tutors
review the most important concepts from each chapter in 3-4 minute video presentations
SmartPoints—a Kaplan exclusive strategy based on years of analyzing actual ACT exams,
SmartPoints identify the topics that are tested most often, allowing students to focus their study time
and earn the most points on test day Six full-length practice tests with detailed answer explanations
Kaplan Premier Tutor test tips and Perfect Score tips A Parents’ Guide A study group guide
Preparation for the optional writing component Online diagnostic quiz New progress tracker to
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